Network Anomaly
Detection

Summary
With the enormous growth of telecom networks usage and the huge increase in the number of applications
running on top of it, network security is becoming increasingly more important. All the systems suﬀer from
security vulnerabilities which are both technically diﬃcult and economically costly to be solved by the
manufacturers. Therefore, the role of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), as special-purpose devices to detect
anomalies and attacks in the network, is becoming more important. Credit analysts are typically responsible
for assessing this risk by thoroughly analysing a borrower’s capability to repay a loan.
However, when we look at the state-of-the-art IDS Solutions and commercial tools, there is no evidence of
using anomaly detection approaches, and practitioners still think that it is an immature technology. To ﬁnd the
reason of this contrast, lots of research was done in anomaly detection and considered various aspects such
as learning and detection approaches, training data sets, testing data sets, and evaluation methods.
In this demo we shall use the capabilities of HyperSense AI Studio to build a classiﬁer model to help detect the
network activities which are attacks in the dataset.
The below model building demo is to illustrate HyperSense AI Studio capabilities of building the model using
features such as
No-code – drag and drop ready-made operators.
Ease of data preparation with in-built mathematical functions
Quick Visualization to learn relationship between input features and their distributions.
Experimenting various models in no time
Deploying prediction models on production datasets.
This quick start follows a simple and most widely used workﬂow for an ML experiment:
1. Prepare the input data
Load the Data
Encode and normalize the data
Sample the dataset
2. Build a classiﬁer model
The overall ML model building eﬀort using above features of HyperSense will take 15-20 mins.

Network Anomaly Detection Use Case Illustration
Detecting an anomaly in a network dataset by just analyzing data is not a simple task.
Using multiple factors such as, Service, Protocol type, Flag, Duration, and other intricate
details such as number of failed login attempts, ﬁle logins, ﬁle creations, diﬀerent error
rates, anomaly in the dataset can be detected. The pipeline we aim to build using
HyperSense AI Studio can be deployed and run on a regular basis to help the company
detect anomalies by feeding data containing multiple features.

In the below implementation, we will see how to create a Network Anomaly Detection
model

Run Time: 3-4 mins
Eﬀorts to build: Max. 45 mins
Video Demo: Link

https://hypersense.subex.com/ai-studi
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1. Inputs
The ﬁrst thing we need in machine learning is data. The dataset here contains around 41 diﬀerent features out of which 32 contain continuous
variables, 6 are binary (eg ishostlogin,isguestlogin) and 3 are nominal(eg Flag). A few of the columns that exist in the dataset are shown below
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The entire Data Preparation process is performed by 4 operators provided by HyperSense AI Studio.
CSV Reader Operator

Normalization Operator

Encoder Operator

Sampling Operator

Features are individual attributes which contribute during the model training process. In the Network Anomaly dataset, each row represents a
network activity, and each column represents the various details of that activity. The task is to detect whether a given network activity is normal
or an attack. Using these operators of HyperSense AI Studio, we get clean data in the right format which any classiﬁcation model would accept
as input.
The process is summarized below

1.3 Normalization

1.1. CSV Reader

Normalization is a scaling technique in which values are shifted
and rescaled so that they end up ranging between 0 and 1 (in

CSV Reader allows the user to load CSV ﬁles (Input) and converts

case of min-max scaling) or -1 to 1 (in case of Z score). The

the data into a readable format and can be used to feed the

variables given in the data are generally skewed and requires

Machine Learning model.

normalization for the algorithm to learn patterns suﬃciently. This
operation is achieved using the Normalization operator.

1.2. Encoder
1.4.Sampling Operator
Not all machine learning algorithms can handle categorical
variables as they are without any transformations. Encoding

Sampling the dataset before passing it into a classiﬁer model is a

becomes a vital step where the categorical variables whose

vital process and this helps us in ﬁnding the eﬃciency of the

values exist as labels need to be converted into numeric form

classiﬁer model we build. Sampling Operator in AI Studio lets the

which can be well understood by the model. Attack, Service, Flag

user split the input dataset into train and test by specifying the

and Protocol type are label encoded in our Network Anomaly

number of splits, train/test size and the method of sampling.

dataset.

This concludes the Data Preparation process required for the Network Anomaly dataset.

2. Building a Classifier and Results
2.1. Classifier
The Classiﬁer Operator allows the user to build a classiﬁcation
model using an algorithm as per the user’s choice. For Network
Anomaly detection, we will use the Random Forest Algorithm
from among the list of classiﬁcation algorithms provided by the
Classiﬁer Operator of HyperSense AI Studio.
This completes the entire process, and our pipeline is now ready
to run and show the results.
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Final Model Pipeline for the Anomaly Detection
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3. Model Insights
The model performance is measured by using the F1 score found by the model predictions on the test dataset.

3.1 Model Validation (metrics)
The model can correctly detect network attack
with 99.86%.

3.2 Model Validation (Report)
The model can predict normal points with a precision
of 99.7% and anomalies with a precision of 99.9%

3.1 Model Predictions
The ﬁnal model output is the model predictions itself, that
have labeled the anomalies in the dataset based on
diﬀerent parameters.

4. Results
The model performance is measured by using the F1 score found by the model predictions on the test dataset.

4.1 Data Writer S3
Model results can be saved to diﬀerent databases using
Database writer operator, currently we can see that
classiﬁer operator results are being written to PostgreSQL
database.
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About HyperSense
HyperSense is an AI Orchestration platform that helps enterprises operationalize
AI enabling scalability and growth. It gives you the AI automation capabilities to
build, test, deploy, and operationalize AI models in minutes. It is a no-code
platform with an intuitive drag-and-drop framework that makes AI/ML
accessible to various organizational stakeholders and empowers them to
become citizen data scientists. You can get lightning-fast insights, predict
outcomes accurately, automate complex workﬂows, optimize operations, and
discover new business opportunities. With HyperSense AI, you can work faster,
smarter, and better.

HyperSense AI Capabilities

Ideate

Let enterprises
design, explore, and
validate business
problems to ﬁnd
appropriate
solutions.

Create

Collect data from
multiple sources,
databases, and
business functions
to build, deploy, and
scale AI in minutes
without coding.

Operationalize

Create complex
business rules and
quickly deploy
AI-critical
processes that
convert data into
actionable insights
in real time.

Innovate

Let businesses
continuously
investigate,
collaborate, and
drive innovations
based-on model
insights.

For more information email hypersense@subex.com or visit, www.hypersense.subex.com
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